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IN THE COURT OF SUB DIVISIONAL MAGISTRATE(M): MARGHERITA,ASSAM 
 

Present: Smti. Sushmita Borpujari, AJS. 
              Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M), 
              Margherita. 

G . R. C A S E   NO. 918/14 

  PRC CASE NO.871/2015 

      U / S.279/304(A) I.P.C 

           State 

Vs. 
 

     Sri Kumuk Hakun...............Accused. 
 
 
Learned Advocate for Prosecution   : Sri Bappa Purkayastha (Assistant P.P.) 

Learned Advocate for Defence : Sri J. B. Chetry. 

 

Evidence Recorded on   : 02/04/2018; 20/03/2019. 

Accused Examined on   : 11/03/2020. 

Argument Heard on   : 11/03/2020. 

Judgement delivered on  : 04/06/2020. 

 

 

JUDGEMENT 

PROSECUTION CASE IN BRIEF: 

 

1. The concise fact of the prosecution case is that on 22.12.2014 Sri 

Padmeswar Gogoi the informant lodged an ejahar with the In-Charge of Jagun 

police Out Post to the effect that on 22.12.2014 at about 2:30 P.M. when Sri 

Nibeswar Gogoi when he was going from Jagun Bazar in the evening then the 

accused Sri Kumuk Hakum  by  rashly riding a bike  bearing registration no. AS-

23M-8643 from the opposite direction hit Sri Nibeswar Gogoi and injured him and 

he succumbed to the injuries at the place of occurrence itself.  

2.On receipt of the information, The In-Charge Jagun Out Post made Jagun O.P. 

GDE No.379 dated 22.12.2014 and forwarded the ejahar to  the Officer-in-charge 

of the Lekhapani Police station who received and registered the Case vide 

Lekhapani P.S Case No.145/14 U/S. 279/304(A) of The Indian Penal Code and 

endorsed S.I. Mintu Handique with the investigation of the case. In the course of 
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investigation, the Investigating Officer visited the place of occurrence, prepared 

the sketch map, seized the bike along  with its documents and collected its MVI 

report and also seized one bi-cycle and the post mortem report of the victim and 

the accused person was arrested and was released on bail by police. On the 

conclusion of investigation, police filed charge-sheet U/S 279/304(A) I.P.C. 

against the accused person Sri Kumuk Hakun. 

3.  On receiving the case for disposal, summon was issued to the accused 

person. On appearance of the accused person,  copies of the relevant documents 

were furnished to him in compliance with S.207 Cr.P.C. Particulars of the offence 

U/S. 279/304(A) I.P.C was explained to the accused person to which the accused 

person abjured the guilt and claimed to be tried. 

4.POINTS FOR DETERMINATION: 

Whether on 22.12.2014 at about 2:30 P.M. the accused person Sri Kumud 

Hakun had rode the motorcycle bearing registration no. AS-23/M-8643 in a rash 

and negligent manner on a public way near Jagun Phubari , P.S. Lekhapani and 

hit Sri Nibeswar Gogoi  from the opposite site who was coming from the Jagun 

Bazar and  caused his death by his rash and negligent riding ? 

 

5. During trial prosecution examined as many as only 3(three) witnesses. 

The other listed witnesses of the charge sheet, the informant Sri Padmeswar 

Gogoi on the basis of report of summons that he expired, thus by order dated 

20.02.2018 his evidence was dispensed with, like wise on the basis of report of 

summons that the listed witness namely Sri Mohendra Gogoi has expired, thus by 

order dated 20.03.2019 his evidence was dispensed with. On the basis of report , 

the listed witness namely Sri Loknath Gogoi, Sri Dandeswar Gogoi,Sri Pulin Gogoi 

were not found and his evidence was dispensed with    On the verbal prayer of 

Learned A.P.P. the prosecution evidence was closed. The defence have fully 

utilised the opportunity to cross examine the prosecution witnesses.  

6.  After closure of the prosecution evidence, the incriminating materials 

appearing in the prosecution evidence has been put to the accused person 

U/S.313 Cr.P.C. and the accused person was of complete denial and claimed 

innocence.  

7. The defence side have declined to adduce any evidence in defence. After 

closure of evidence, i have heard the final arguments of the learned advocates of 

both the sides and thereupon have reached the following decision. 
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DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF : 

8. From the consideration of evidence on record, as the informant could not 

be examined thus the ejahar could not be exhibited. However by virtue of S294 

Cr.P.C the ejahar is read into evidence, there appears no delay in lodging of the 

ejahar and it is a concise piece of information. 

9. Considering the evidence of the PW1 Sri Puwalu Gogoi in his  evidence 

could identify the accused person and has deposed that on the date of 

occurrence victim Sri Nibeswar Gogoi, who was an old aged person was 

proceeding towards Jayrampur from Jagun by his bicycle and the accused was 

proceeding towards Jagun from Jayrampur and on the way at Phulbari Tiniali 

when Nibeswar was trying to cross the road he was knocked down by the 

motorcycle driven(ride) by the accused. He came to know about the accident 

from nearby people of the locality and when he went to see the injured to the 

hospital victim was already dead. PW-1 also deposed that the accused took the 

injured to the hospital with the help of another person and gave cost of medical. 

The accused also went to the house of the deceased and paid some amount for 

performing his last rites.   

10. Thus PW-1 Sri Puwala Gogoi although he could identify the accused in the 

court but he is not an eye witness to the alleged incident. 

11. Further in his cross-examination the PW-1 Sri Puwala Gogoi is also found 

shaken as he stated that since he was not there at the place of occurrence thus 

he cannot say as to whose fault the incident occurred. 

12. From the testimonial evidence of the PW-1 the only fact established is 

that in the connected incidents that followed the alleged incident, the accused 

persons presence in a meeting of the village amongst the accused and family 

members of deceased. 

13. Also from the cross-examination of the PW-2 Sri Puran Saikia, he also 

stated about a meeting amongst the accused and the family members of 

deceased at the village. However, this is not sufficient to prove the guilt of the 

accused as to whether it was the rash and negligent riding of the accused due to 

which the incident occurred and the above only proves to the extend that the 

accused person’s involvement in the incident being the rider of the vehicle and 
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the subsequent event of the accused taking the victim to the hospital and the 

meeting that followed thereafter. 

14. PW-2 Sri Puran Saikia has deposed in his evidence that the incident took 

place in the evening at 3:00/4:00 P.M. and he came to know about the incident 

as the deceased and himself were from the same village. Nibeswar Gogoi was 

the person who died in the bike accident and the incident took place at Jagun 

Tiniali. Thus the PW-2 could not much improve the prosecution case and also he 

is not an witness to the alleged incident. 

15. Now taking into consideration the testimonial evidence of PW-3 Sri 

Chandeshwar Gogoi in his evidence could identify the accused and has deposed 

that the informant is his elder brother and the informant has expired and he 

further deposed that he came to know that there was an accident of Nibeswar 

Gogoi at Jagun Tiniali about 8/9 years ago. The victim was going from Deori 

Gaon towards home and he died in the Jagun medical. He is also found shaken 

during his cross-examination as he stated that he has not witnessed the incident 

himself and he is a here say witness as he heard about the incident from some 

other person.   

16. Taking into consideration by virtue of S294 Cr.P.C the M.V.I. report of the 

motorcycle where no damage is mentioned at the time of inspection. 

17. Considering Post mortem report by virtue of S294 Cr.P.C  shows that 

death was caused due to head injury that was caused by blunt force impact but 

as the witnesses of facts could not prove the case thus the post mortem report 

could not much improve the prosecution case. 

18. Thus the above witnesses of facts failed to establish as to what was the 

speed of the said vehicle and was it rode in a rash and negligent manner and 

whether there was any prescribed limit of speed in the said place of occurrence 

and the accused despite the prescribed limit rode the said vehicle in a rash and 

negligent manner . 

19. The accused person was of complete denial in his explanation U/S.313 

Cr.P.C.  

20. The non examination of the official witnesses of law is not likely to effect 

the merits of the case as the official witnesses of law are to support the evidence 

established by the witnesses of facts but the here the official witnesses could not 
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improve the prosecution case as the witnesses of facts could not at all establish 

the prosecution case. 

21. Thus the prosecution has failed to prove its case beyond reasonable 

doubt and thus the accused person is not found guilty and the accused Sri 

Kumuk Hakun is acquitted on the benefit of doubt U/S.279/304(A) I.P.C.  

 

ORDER 

22.  In the light of the above discussion and decision, I hereby acquit the 

accused person Sri Kumuk Hakun under section 279/304(A) of The Indian Penal 

Code. 

23. The accused person Sri Kumuk Hakun is acquitted and set at liberty 

forthwith. The Bail bond of the accused person is extended automatically for a 

further period of 6(six) months from today as per provision of Section 437A 

Cr.P.C. 

 

24.  The seized articles shall be disposed of as per due procedure of law. 

25. The judgement is delivered and the operative part of the same is 

pronounced in the open court, today, the 4th day of June, 2020 under the hand 

and seal of this court. 

  

 

 

 Typed and corrected by me. 

 

                                                                     (Smti. S.Borpujari) 
                                                               Sub Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M) 

     Margherita (Assam). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Contd..Appendix  
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APPENDIX 
 

1. LIST OF PROSECUTION WITNESS: 

 

PW-1- Sri Puwala Gogoi. 

PW-2- Sri Puran Saikia. 

PW-3- Sri Chandeshwar Gogoi. 

 
2. LIST OF PROSECUTION EXHIBITS: NIL. 

3. LIST OF DEFENCE WITNESS: NIL.  

4. LIST OF DEFENCE EXHIBITS: NIL. 

 

 

 

 

(Smti. S. Borpujari) 

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate(M) 

                                                           Margherita, Assam. 


